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CRITERIAFOR SOLVABILITYOF LEFT
INVARIANTOPERATORSON NILPOTENT LIE GROUPS1
BY

LAWRENCE CORWIN
Abstract. We define a special nilpotent Lie group N to be one which has a
1-dimensional center, dilations, square-integrable representations, and a maximal
subordinate algebra common to almost all functional on the Lie algebra 3c. Every
nilpotent Lie group with dilations imbeds in such a special group so that the
dilations extend. Let L be a homogeneous left invariant differential operator on N.
We give a representation-theoretic condition on L which L must satisfy if it has a
tempered fundamental solution and which implies global solvability of L. (The
sufficiency is a corollary of a more general theorem, valid on all nilpotent N.) For
the Heisenberg group, the condition is equivalent to having a tempered fundamental
solution.

1. Introduction. Let A7be a connected, simply connected nilpotent Lie group, with
Lie algebra 9?. We consider %(9i), the universal enveloping algebra of 31, to be the
distributions on N concentrated at the identity e. Define the transpose L h> V to be
the antiautomorphism on %(9<c) given bylw-Ion?}.
Then elements of %(ïïî)
can be regarded as left invariant differential operators on CX(N), with L<¡>= </>
* V,
or as right invariant differential operators via the map <j>
h-»U * <£. We shall
generally use X<j>
to denote the left invariant action of X; the main exception is in the

proof of Lemma 3.1.
We shall be concerned with questions about the solvability of L. As is customary,
we say that:
(a) L is locally solvable if there is a neighborhood U of e such that for every
<t>G C"(í/) there is a function u G ß°°(t/) with Lu = <j>
on U;
(b) L is semiglobally solvable if for every compact set KinN and every <pG G™(N),
there is a function u G &™(N) such that Lu = <#>
on K;

(c) L is globally solvable if for all <j>G G°°(N), there is a function </>G QCC(N)with
Lu = <t>;
(d) L has a fundamental solution if there is a distribution u on N such that
Lu — 8 = 8e (the point mass at e);
(e) L has a tempered fundamental solution if the distribution u of (d) can be chosen

to be tempered.
Clearly (c) =»(b) =>(a) and (e) =>(d) =»(b) =»(a). It is also known that (b) =>(c);
see [5] or [12]. When N is Abelian, (c) and (e) both hold. (The original proofs are in
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[18] and [24]; see also [3], [1], and [2].) Not all elements L of %(9?) satisfy (a);
indeed, the first example of an unsolvable differential operator (given in [22]) was an

element of %(3l), where N is the 3-dimensional Heisenberg group. Thus criteria for
solvability are of some interest.
In this paper, we shall establish a sufficient condition for semiglobal solvability on
./V.The condition is representation-theoretic; it can be regarded as an extension of a
theorem in [23] to the setting in [6]. We then show that for a certain restricted class
of groups N and a restricted set of operators L, the same condition is necessary for
the existence of a tempered fundamental solution. In a few cases—most noticeably
the Heisenberg groups—this condition can also be shown to imply the existence of a
tempered fundamental solution.

We now describe the restrictions on N and L. First of all, N is assumed to be
equipped with a 1-parameter family of dilations; that is, we can write 31 = ®k=]3l:
(as a vector space) so that for all a > 0, the map A a on 31, defined by
Aa\3l] = aj ° identity,
is a Lie algebra automorphism.

(Note that 31k is in the center of 31.) The maps Aa

extend to ^11(31)and lift to N. Let Gll(3l)m= {D G %(3l): Aa(D) = amD, Va > 0}.
An element of Gll(3l) is called homogeneous of degree m if it is in 6h,(3l)m. We can
easily obtain a homogeneous basis for %(Sft) by choosing one for 31 and using the
Poincaré-Birkhoff-Witt Theorem. Pick such a basis, &, and fix it for the rest of the
discussion. Given an irreducible representation m of N on a Hilbert space 3C„, we let
%™ be the space of Gx vectors and define thesth Sobolev norm, || \\ws, on %™ by

Nlî.,=

2

lM*Ml2,

s>o.

XŒ&,degree(X)^s

%l is the completion of %™ in the || \\„s norm, and %~s is defined by duality. When
N does not have dilations, we can define Sobolev spaces similarly by using a

filtration on 31; see §1.2 of [16] for details. Ordinarily one realizes m on £2(R") (for
an appropriate n) by the Kirillov construction; according to Theorem 7.1 of [20], the
Sobolev norms then determine the topology of S(R"). (See also [7].)
Our main theorems apply only to certain nilpotent Lie groups with dilations. We
say that N is special if it has three additional properties:
(1) the center Z of N is one-dimensional;
(2) N has square-integrable representations;
(3) there is an Abelian ideal 3R of 31 which is a polarizing subalgebra for "almost
all" elements of 31*; moreover, M has a homogeneous basis.
Some explanation of these propeties may help. Property (1) implies that dim ATis
odd; we let dim N = 2d + 1. Property (2) is discussed in [26]; it implies, in
particular, that if ir is any irreducible representation of N which is nontrivial on Z,
then m \z determines m. It also implies that the Abelian ideal 3R is (d + l)-dimensional.
Before stating the main theorems, we need one more piece of notation. The
operator ir(L) maps %™ to 9Q°; if %™ is imbedded in other spaces, tt(L) may be
regarded as a (possibly unbounded) operator between these spaces. We write ir(L):
%^ -» %l for the closure of ^(L)^*,. (In a slightly different context, Hörmander
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called this the "minimal operator".) On other occasions, we shall need to consider
the operator which is the dual of tt(L'): %~' -» %~s; this operator (Hörmander's
"maximal operator") is also an extension of tt(L)\%^, and we shall write it as
<L)m.

We now let L be a homogeneous left invariant differential operator on the special

Lie group N. When X # 0, we write %{ for X^.
Theorem 1.1. Suppose that there exists s > 0 such that for all X ¥= 0, wx(L)m,
regarded as an operator from %x to %{, has a bounded right inverse. Then L is

semiglobally solvable.
Theorem 1.2. Suppose that L has a tempered fundamental solution. Then there
exists s > 0 such that for all \¥=0, -rrx(L)m: %x~s -* %sx has a bounded right inverse.

Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 fail to be converses exactly to the extent that global
solvability differs from having a tempered fundamental solution (for these operators).
It is reasonable to guess that operators L satisfying the hypothesis of Theorem 1.1
actually have tempered fundamental solutions; in §6, we prove that this is the case if
N is the (2d + l)-dimensional Heisenberg group. Thus we obtain a full converse to
Theorem 1.2 in this case. We also prove a further (but rather weak) theorem along

these lines.
We could also write Theorem 1.1 as follows: if there is an s such that wx(L'):
%ls -* %{ has a bounded left inverse for all X ¥=0, then L is semiglobally solvable.
Theorem 1.2 can be rephrased similarly. These restatements involve the minimal
operator, and it is not true that if L has a tempered fundamental solution, then
TTx(L')m:%x~s-» %{ is injective. An example is given in §7.
The (2n + l)-dimensional Heisenberg groups are special, but other examples may
not readily come to mind; indeed, special nilpotent Lie groups may seem rather too
special to be interesting. We prove in §2 that every nilpotent Lie group N0 with
dilations can be imbedded in a special nilpotent Lie group N so that the dilations
extend. (This result implies that there are square-integrable «-step nilpotent Lie

groups for all n, as was claimed in [21].) If L G %(3l0), then L E Gll(3i), and L is
solvable on N0 iff it is solvable on N. (See Theorem 52.6 of [35].) In some sense,
therefore, Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 apply to all homogeneous left invariant operators L.
There have been a number of other papers concerned with solvability of left
invariant operators. The situation for Abelian N was described above. In [29], Raïs
proved that for any nilpotent N, L has a tempered fundamental solution whenever L
is bi-invariant; his proof was extended by Duflo in [11] to prove local solvability of
bi-invariant operators on an arbitrary Lie group. An early example of a tempered
fundamental solution for a homogeneous left invariant operator L is found in [13];
this example was extended in [14]. See also [15]. L is also hypoelliptic in these
examples. In [30], Rockland conjectured Theorem 1.1 for the special case where A^is
a Heisenberg group and s = 0; the conjecture was proved in [31]. Extensions of this
result were given in [6] and [33]; the latter gives a criterion like that of Theorem 1.1,
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but only for Heisenberg-type groups. The papers [21] and [32] give detailed information about local solvability of certain second order operators; earlier, the Lewy
operator was analyzed in [17]. In [8], a necessary condition for local solvability is
given; this condition is treated further in [33].
The organization of the rest of this paper is as follows: in §2, we give the main
properties of special nilpotent Lie algebras and prove that there are many examples.
§3 is devoted to some auxiliary lemmas, after which, in §4, we prove Theorem 1.2.
Theorem 1.1 is proved in §5; in fact, we prove a more general theorem that applies
to arbitrary nilpotent Lie groups and restricts to Theorem 1.1 when N is special. §6
contains results on fundamental solutions, and §7 contains some examples and lists
some unsolved problems.
We conclude this section by giving some notation. Whenever 31 is a special
nilpotent Lie algebra, we let Y generate the center 3 of 31, and we assume that the
degree of Y is m. The homogeneous operator L is usually taken to have degree m0.

We let dim N = 2d + 1.
We shall need a variety of Sobolev-like norms on N. Let & be as before; on

e™(N), we define

\\4>\\PP.,= 2

11***11;

forp = 1,2. The completion of G™(N) in the || \\ps norm will be written tp(N). We

also define

M\\PP=

1

\\x*WpP,

Xe&,degX^s

and let the completion be stp(N). Finally, we let | | be a homogeneous norm on N
(see [16] for an account), and let

\<pfs=

2

f(i + \x\)s\<t>*x(x)\2dx.

Afefi,deg;r«£j N

The I \s norms are weighted Sobolev norms; %S(N) is the
the I \s norm. (One could also use right invariant operators
left and right invariant weighted seminorms are equivalent
not have dilations, we replace the homogeneous norm with
I am greatly indebted to Professor F. P. Greenleaf
conversations.

completion of GX(N) in
to define norms, but the
for S (A7).) When N does
any standard norm on N.
for several very useful

2. Special nilpotent Lie groups. Suppose that A7is a special nilpotent Lie group of

dimension 2d + 1. We denote by 31 its Lie algebra, by 3JI the Abelian ideal
described in §1, and by g the center of 31; M, Z are the subgroups corresponding to
3R, 3, respectively. Let Y span 3. We let N2 be a Euclidean subspace in N, stable
under the Ax, such that every element of N can be written uniquely as x = x2m,
m G M, and x2 G JV2, and we let A/, be a subgroup of M stable under the Ax,
A/, = Rd, such that every element of M can be written uniquely as m = mxz,
m, G A/, and z G Z. (If Xx,...,X2d+\ is a homogeneous basis for 31 such that
Xx = Y, span{X,,... ,Xj) is an ideal for each j, and span {Xx,.. -,Xd+x} = 331,then

LEFT INVARIANT OPERATORS

one can take A/, = expRX2 ■■■expRXd+x, N2 = expRXd+2 ■■■expRX2d+l
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(See

[25].) Set A7,= MXN2.Of course, Nx and N2 need not be subgroups.
As noted earlier, any irreducible representation of N which is nontrivial on Z is
determined by its restriction to Z. We let Ux, X ¥=0, be the equivalence class or
irreducible representations whose value on exp tY is e2"'x'I. We shall soon describe a
particular element ttx of Ux. The Kirillov orbit &x corresponding to Ux consists of all
elements / G 31* with l(Y) = X. Define y(l) = /1^, and fix some element lx G Qx.

Note that y(©x) = y(l\) + i± C 3R*; that is, y(Bx) is a hyperplane in 3JI*.
Lemma 2.1. The map x21-> (Ad*x2-lx) is a diffeomorphism of N2 onto y(&x) and
takes Lebesgue measure to a multiple of the canonical measure on <SX(see [28]).
Proof. If one regards N2 as a cross-section of N/M, then Lebesgue measure on N2
is the A-invariant measure for the obvious action of N. (See [36].) Similarly, N acts
on 331* by Ad*, and Lebesgue measure on y(Qx), the Ad*(Ar)-orbit of y(lx) is

AMnvariant;see [27,p. 54]. Next, if x G M, then y(Ad* x ■lx) = y(l). For if W G 331,
then ((Ad*x)lx)W — lx(Kdx~x ■W) — lx(W), because M is Abelian and therefore
Ad is trivial on M. Thus the map described above can be regarded as an A'-covariant
map from N/M to y(0x), and we are done once we show that the stabilizer of /A is
M. This is a matter of counting. From [27, Theoreme, p. 50], the stabilizer of lx is a
connected subgroup N(X) of N such that dim N/N(X) = dim y(Qx) — d =
dim(N/M). As M is connected, N(X) = M.
We may fix /x (at least on M) by assuming that lx is trivial on 331x = log A/,. Then
the various y(lx) lie along a line. Fix Lebesgue measures ¡i on Nx and v on 3XC 331*;
use this latter measure to define Lebesgue measures on the orbits y(6x). It is now
easy to see that (up to a constant independent of A) the map of Lemma 1 takes ju to
| X \dv. In particular, it is singular at \ = 0. Elsewhere, it is a polynomial diffeomorphism with rational inverse.
Let axf — Cx(f° AXo),where a0 = Al/m and Cx is a constant to make ax unitary.
We let ax be the representation induced from the representation on Z taking exp tY
to e2w,Xt(we regard Nx as a cross-section for Z\Af and let a'x act on (L2(NX)), and
let ax = axlo±ax, where a± — a[ if X > 0 and = o'_xif X < 0. Then, of course, ax
and ax are equivalent; indeed, ax is an intertwining operator.
We now choose an explicit representation trx in each Gllx. We do this by giving
realization of ttx and w_,, and then letting irx = a^^ ax. For irx, define p, on M by
letting p,(exp tY) = e27"', p, | M, = 1. Now let w, = Ind^^p,,
where we take A^ as
a cross-section for M\N and regard w, as acting on N2. For w.,, the construction is
similar, but p_x(cxptY) = e'2"'. Note that if LEGli(3l) has degree 33t0, then
^x(L) = a'"o/'"7rx(L)forû>0.

Lemma 2.2 The representation ax is equivalent to infinitely many copies of ttx (by a
map which is described explicitly below).

Proof. The point of the lemma is that there is an explicit map decomposing ax.
We give the map for X = 1; a similar map works for X = -1, and the result for
arbitrary X follows from using the scaling maps ax.
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Define /, as above, so that /, is trivial on 33lx and lx(Y) = 1; let lv = Ad*(y)lx,
y G N2. Given/ G t2(Nx), define /S,/on N2 X 3-1-(here 31-is a subspace of 3R-1)by

(ßlf)(x,

L - /,) = f f(myx)e2*ilyQ°*>m+x(m))dm,
JMt

where x(m) G 331is defined by n~xx~xnx = exp *(«). Then a calculation shows that

ß,a,(x)ß^f(x„

ly - /,) = ir,(x)/(*o> ', " 'i)>

where w, acts on the first coordinate of/. That is,
ßxax(x)ß;'

= ttx ® /

on e2(tf2) ® ß^).

This gives the desired result.
Lemma 2.3. Let R be the right regular representation of N. Then R is equivalent to a
direct integral of the a'x(by a map which is explicitly described below).

Proof. Define §: t2(N) -* t2(Nx X R) as follows: if x = x, exprT = (x„ f),
withx, G Nx, then

($f)(xx,X)=fj(x],t)e-2^<dt.
Then ?Fis unitary, and a calculation gives

{9R(x)9-l)f(xl,\)

= (o&x)f)(xi,\),

where ax acts on the first variable.
Corollary.

There is a unitary map ß: t2(N) -» t2(N2 X 31-X(R\{0}))

which

gives an equivalence between R and the representation r defined by

r(x)f(n2,1,

X) = TTx(x)f(n2,1, X),

where trx acts on the first variable.

n2 G N2, / G 0X , X G R\{0},

Moreover,

ß has the following property:

if

«T= {/2 G §(R): supp/2 Ç [¿,2]}, then

ß(§(N}) ® ?r) = s(tv2) ® §(8x) ® ?f.
In fact, ß = y ° *%,where (y«i>)(■, X) = ß\Otx<j>(
■, X). This last fact is easy to check
because ß is given so explicitly.
Notice in particular that any function of the form/0(x2)/,(/r — l{)f2(X), where/0,
/,, and/2 are Schwartz class functions and supp/2 G [{,2], can be written as ßfTor
some/ G %(N). In §5, we shall write/ = (/0, /,, f2). If L G ^(îc) is homogeneous
of degree m0, then (with/0,/,,/2 as above)

(ßR(L)ß-l)fQ ®/, ®/2(x, /, X) = X-'-KiDX/o

®/, ®/2)(*, /, X).

We shall need to know the Plancherel formula for special nilpotent Lie groups N.

We follow the treatment in [6]. Let Y, Xx,...,Xd be a basis for 331, and let
Xm+l,.. .,X2d extend this to a basis of 31. Define Pf(l) (up to sign) by
(P/(/))2

= Det(/([*,,

*,.])).
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Then Pf(l) depends only on the Ad*(Ar)-orbit of /, and hence only on l(Y). Since
we clearly have (Pf(al))2 = a2dPf(l), we see that, up to a nonzero scalar,

\Pf(l)\ = \l(Y)f,

2d+l = dimN.

We can therefore write the Fourier inversion formula N: if <|>G S( Af), then

Tr*Ai» = / \X\-d<S>\Xl0
+ l')dl',

4>(l)=(

JYX

•,R-{0}

\XfTTTTX(<t>)dX,

where 1 is the identity of N, dl' is Lebesgue measure on Y1-C 31*, and

$"(/') = JN
f e2""'(^(exp X) dX.
Similarly,

ll*lll= JN
/ \XfTr{irx(<t>)(Trx(<t,)))dX.
(This account can be generalized; see [6] and §5.)
Next, we prove that every Lie algebra with dilations can be imbedded in a special
Lie algebra so that the dilations extend. We begin with a preliminary result.
Let V= ®k=0Vj be a graded vector space with dimK0 = dirnK^ = 1. For convenience, let Vj— {0} if j > k. We let 31 = 31v be the Lie algebra of all linear
transformations A : V -» V such that v G Vi =>Av G ©*=,+ XV}.
(In particular, A = 0

on Vk.) Let 31j = {A G ft: ¿(F,) Ç Ki+y, 0 < / < k}. Then ft = ®/=1fty and
[ft ■, ftyJ Ç ^y,+y2; hence ft is a nilpotent Lie algebra with dilations.
Theorem 2.1. The algebra ft = 31y can be imbedded in a special nilpotent Lie
algebra ft so that the dilations extend.

Proof. Let eiX,.. .,e¡, form a basis for V¡, and define operators £(/,, /,; i2, j2):

V-*V, for i, < j2,y, < nti,J2 < n,v by
[£(/,,

;1;/2,/2)(e,.3j3)]=5,i,3r5/i^i.2j2.

The elements £(/,, /,; i2, y2) form a basis for ft, with
[£(/,,

/,;

i2, y'2), £(i3,

;3; i4, y4)]

= 8<2,>Pj2,hE('i'
Jû U>/») - àh.'hjM*!'

h\ '2. /a)-

We let ft be spanned by the E(ix, y3; i2, j2) as above, plus elements F(ix, jx; i2, j2),
with 1 < /', < i2 < k — l,jx < n^,j2 *£ n¡, with brackets

[E(ix, y,; i2, j2), F(ix, jx; i2, j2)] = £(0,1;
[£(<2, y2; ij, y3), F(z,, y,; i4, y4)J - T

[0

fc, 1);
.
.
if/,>i2;

all brackets of two F's are 0. We let ft, be spanned by the E(ix, jx; i2, j2) with
i2 — /', = i and the F(ix, jx; i2, y2) with i2 — ix — k — i.
We need first to verify that ft is a Lie algebra; for this, we need to verify the
Jacobi identity on basis elements. For three E 's, the Jacobi identity holds because it
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holds in ft; for two or three F 's, it holds because all three terms are 0. Thus we need

only verify that

0 =[[£('i.

j\', »i. A). £(<3>h'> '4- /»)]• F(>s, Js'>'e. 76)]

+ [[£(/3,

y3; i4, y4), F(/5,

y5; i6, j6)],

+ [[£('5> ;5; »e- .*>)>£(<i> ;'i; »2. à)].

E(ix,

jx; i2, y2)]

£(/3> h\ U> ja)]-

Assume first that i2 *£ i3. We call the three brackets Terms 1,2, and 3, respectively, and try to evaluate them.
Term 3. If the inner bracket is nonzero and noncentral, then i2 = i6,j2 =y6, and
i5 < /',. In this case, Term 3 becomes [F(i5, y5; /',, y,), E(i3, y3; /'4, y4)]. This bracket
is zero unless i, = i4 and z'5< i3. Bui since i, < /2 and i3 < /'4, we then have
z'3< i4 — /', < i2»which contradicts the assumption. Hence Term 3 is 0.
Term 1. We have /', < i2 < i3 < i4. Thus the inner bracket is 0 unless i2 = i3 and
y2 =y3. In that case, Term 1 becomes [E(ix, y,; i4, y4), F(/5, y5; i6, y6)]. This bracket
is 0 unless /4 = /'6,y4 =y6, and /'5 < /,; in that case, it is F(i5, j5; ;',, y',). Note that
Ij < i, < i2 = i3.

Term 2. The inner bracket is 0 unless i4 = /6,y4 =y6, and i5 < i3; then Term 2
becomes [F(is, y5; ¿3, y3), E(ix, y,; i2, y2)]. This bracket is 0 unless i3 = i2, j3 =y2,
and z'5< /',; in that case, it is -F(i5, j5; ix, y',).
Thus Term 1 is nonzero exactly when Term 2 is nonzero, and in this case these
terms cancel. Hence the Jacobi identity holds when i2 =£ i3.
If /4 < /',, a similar analysis applies; more simply, we can interchange

£(/',, y',; i2, y2) and E(i3, j3; i4, y4) to see that the Jacobi identity holds. Finally, if
/2 > i3 and i4 > /,, then the inner bracket in Term 1 is 0; also, the above analysis
shows that Terms 2 and 3 are also 0. It follows that ft is a Lie algebra.
It is easy to check that [ft,|; ft,J ÇZft<1+,2-Thus ft has dilations. To find the
center of ft, we look at [X, Y], where

X= 2fl('i.;'i;

'z* J2)E(i\> JÙ h> h) + 2*('i. j\'i2, h)F(ix,i2; y',, y2).

Suppose that one of the a's, other than a(0,1 ; k, 1), is nonzero. If so, choose /,, i2 so
that a(ix, jx; i2, j2) =£ 0, i, is as large as possible given this condition, and i2 is as
small as possible given these conditions. If i, = 0, then

[X, E(jx, j2; k, 1)] = a(/,, y',; i2, j2)E(Q,\;k,

1);

[X, E(0,\;iu

1);

if i2 — k, then

y',)] = -a(ix, y,; i2, j2)E(0,l;k,

if 1 < /', < i2 < k, then
[X, F(ix, y,; i2, y2)] = a(ix, jx, i2, j2)E(Q,\;

k, 1).

If all these a's are 0, but some b is nonzero, then choose /',, i2 so that &(/',, jx, i2, j2)
¥=0,i2 is as large as possible given this condition, and /', is as small as possible given
these conditions. Then

[X, E(ix, y,; i2, y2)] = -b(tx, y',; i2, j2)E(0,l;k,
Hence E(0,1; k, 1) spans the center of ft.

1).
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The above calculation also shows that if / G (ft)* is a linear functional that is

nonzero on £(0,1; k, 1), and if X G R, = {X G ft": l([X, Y]) = 0, VT G ft"), then
X is a multiple of £(0,1; k, 1). Theorem 1 of [26] implies that N has square-integrable representations. Since ft, Ç. ft, for all i, the dilations extend. Finally, the span of
the £(/',, jx; i2, j2) and the E(ix, /,; k, 1) is the required polarizing ideal. This
finishes the proof.
Theorem 2.1 leads easily to the desired result.

Corollary

2.2. Let ft = ©*=0fty be a nilpotent Lie algebra with dilations. Then ft

can be imbedded in a special Lie algebra ft so that the dilations extend. Moreover, the
dimension of 31 can be arbitrarily large.

Proof. It suffices to imbed ft in a Lie algebra ft v of the sort used in Theorem 4.1.
We follow the original proof of the Birkhoff imbedding theorem (see [4]). Choose a
homogeneous basis for %(ft) as in §1. Let %y = spanf^: d(X)—j). Given m> k,
let Xm be some nonzero element of degree m, let Wmbe a complementary subspace
to span(A-J in %m, and let V = all(3ï)/[Wm © (®j>m%)], Vj = image of % in V.
ft acts on V by left multiplication, and ft ■maps V¡into Vi+j. Hence ft imbeds into
ft y in a way that extends the dilations.
Corollary

2.3. Any Lie algebra N imbeds in a special Lie algebra.

Proof. The Birkhoff Imbedding Theorem shows that ft imbeds in a Lie algebra

ft „, V = e/=0F„, with dim V}= 1 for ally.
Notes. (1) Theorem 2.1 also shows that for every k, there are A:-stepLie algebras
with square-integrable representations. This confirms an assertion made in [26].
(2) The ft all have discrete, cocompact subgroups, since the structure constants in
the given basis are rational. See [25].
3. Some auxiliary lemmas. This section is devoted to some lemmas concerned with
factoring elements of §( A^). The results will be useful in the next section. The proofs
are related to some found in [10], where far more delicate results are proved. In this

section, we do not need to assume that N has dilations.
Lemma 3.1. Let N be a nilpotent Lie group, with Lie algebra ft; let {Xx,... ,Xn) be a
basis for ft. Given any k > 0, there exist elements Pk, P'kEGli(3l) and functions

/, g G tx(N) n t2(N) such that:
(1) if X = X{>■■■XJn",with l"l=xji < k, then X * /, /* X, x * g, g * X are all in
tx(N)C)t2(N);
(2)Pk*f=g*Pk= 8x.
Proof. We shall find Pk and /; the proof of the existence of P'k and g is virtually
the same. Since X * f = X'f (where X' is right invariant) and f* X = X'f (where X'
is now left invariant), we may deal with differential operators rather than convolutions. Next, the left invariant operators of order < k can be written as linear
combinations (with polynomial coefficients) of the right invariant operators of
order ^ k. If we produce a function/such that A/vanishes rapidly at oo whenever X
is a right invariant operator of order «; k, then/will satisfy condition (1).
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The proof is by induction on n = dim A'; we begin by reducing the inductive step
to the case n — \, and then deal with this case. Thus we assume the lemma for n = 1
and for n — 1. Since the lemma is independent of the choice of basis, we may
assume that Xx,...,Xn_x span an ideal ft0 of codimension 1 in N. Let A^ = exp ft0.
A typical element of N can then be written asx = (exp tXn)y = (t, y), t G R and

y G N0. Let x, = (t,0). If </>
G G](N), then define <f>,
on N0 by <¡>,(y)= <¡>(t,y); we
have

Xj4,(t, y) = ((Ad x,)Xj)(^(y)),

j < n;

Suppose that /0, PQk satisfy the hypotheses of the lemma on N0 and that /,, Px k
satisfy the hypotheses on R. (We assume also that the derivatives of f0 and /, of
order =£k vanish rapidly at oo.) Define/by

f(t,y)=fl(t)f0{x?yxl).

Then Xjf(t, y)=fx(t)Xjf,(y) for 1 <j < n, and XJ(t, y) = fx(t)[X,Y,]f(t,y),
where exp Y, = xjlyxr Hence all derivatives of order < k are in tx(N) D ñ2(N),
and even vanish rapidly; see §1.3 of [16]. Moreover, Pç,,kP\,kf= &•
For the case n = 1, (d2/dt2 - \)({e~w) = 8. Let Pk = (d2/dt2 - \)k, and let/be
the k-io\d convolution of je'w with itself. This completes the proof.
Corollary

3.2. Given s > 0, we can find functions /, g G £,(A) n t2(N) n

stx(N)D st2(N) and differential operators Ps, P¡ such that Psg = 8 (where Px is left
invariant) and P'sf = 8 (where P's is right invariant).

Corollary

3.3. Given s>0,we

that Psg — 8 (Ps is left invariant)

can find f, g G %S(N) and Px, Px' G U(N) such
and P'sf — 0 (where f is right invariant).

Lemma 3.4. Given s s* 0, we can find functions f, g G stx(N) n v£2(N) n £ ,( N)
n t2(N), plus an integer r, such that if <¡>G %r(N), then <j>= <¡)x* f' — g * <¡>2,where
<¡),,4>2depend continuously on <f>.

Proof. Suppose that <f>
G S(N). Then <¡>
- <¡>
* 8 - </>
* (P'k * f) = (<¡>
* P'k) * f =
<í>,* /. (Here, / is as in Corollary 3.2.) The maps <i>h-></>,and <¡>xh-xj>x
* f are both
continuous in S, and there exists q such that 0 \-> <j>xis always continuous from
%r(N) to %r~q(N). Choose r such that <£, h* <f>,* / is continuous on 3C_<?(A0.
Then <í>h>(<í>*.P„')i-»(íí>*.P¿)*/ís continuous on 9Cr(AT)and is the identity on a

dense subset of %r(N). Hence (<J>
* P'k) * f = <j>,
V<i>
G £r2(N), and <f>
i->0, = <¡>
* P^
= Pk<$>
is a continuous map. The proof for g * </>2
is similar, but easier.
Lemma 3.5. Let f E stx(N), and let m be an irreducible representation of N. Then:
(a) 7t(/): %„ -» 3C*is continuous;
(b) iftere « a constant c, independent of f and it,such that ||w(/)|| < cJ/H, (here, f
is regarded as an operator from %„ to %s„).

Proof. Let X G ft and let v G %v. Then

IM*M/Hi = M** /Hi < na-*f\\x\\v\\0.
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Therefore

H/H2<

2 \\x*f\\2\\v\\2,
d(X)*is

and 2d{X)*s\\X* f\\2 =,11/11?,up to a constant.
Corollary

3.6. If g G t](N)

andir is an irreducible representation ofN, then:

(a) w(/):

%~s -» %7I is continuous;
(b) there is a constant c, independent of g andir, such that ||w(g)|| *£ ||g||i,s (here, g is
regarded as an operator from %~s to %„).

Proof.
IISIIl.ï ~s\\J

Let f(x) = g(-x).

Then ir(g) = ir(/)'
,.
Now
use
Lemma
3.5.
Ml-

(where *(/):

%„ -* %s„),- and

4. Necessary conditions for tempered fundamental solutions. In this section, we
prove Theorem 1.2. We begin with an easy result.
Lemma 4.1. Let N be a nilpotent Lie group, and let L be a left invariant differential
operator on N. The following conditions on L are equivalent:

(a) /// G S(N), then 3u G %'(N) with Lu = f.
(b) L has a tempered fundamental solution.
(c) 3s 5=0 such that Lm, regarded as an operator from %~S(N) to %S(N), has a
bounded right inverse.
(d) 3s 3s 0 such that L', regarded as an operator from %~S(N) to %S(N), has a
bounded left inverse.

(e) 3s 3=0 and C> 0 such that for all <(.£§,

(4-1)

11*11-,
<C||I>||,.

Proof. It is easy to see that (b) =»(a), (c) <* (d), and (d) » (e). Furthermore,
(c) =»(b). For if (c) holds, let/and Ps be as in Corollary 3.3. Find u<E%~s(N) with
Lu =/. Then L(Pk * u) = Pk(Lu) = Pkf= 8, and Pk * u is the tempered fundamental solution.
It therefore suffices to prove that (a) =*(e). For this, we imitate the proof of
Lemma 6.1.2 in [18]. Let S0 have the same elements as S, but with a topology given
by the seminorms | L'<f>
I, and consider the bilinear form on S X S0 defined by

(/.*)= JRffgdx.
For fixed g, this is obviously continuous

in /. If / is fixed, choose u G S' with

Lu = /; then

(/.«)=

(gLudx=

fu-L'gdx

is continuous in g. Since S is Fréchet, this form is continuous. (One reference is [35];
see the corollary to Theorem 34.1.) Therefore 3s, C:

ffgdx <C\f\s\L'g\
Fix g. Since |g|_, = sup|/|= x\Jfgdx\, (e) follows.
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Lemma 4.2. Let N be a special nilpotent Lie group, and let L be a homogeneous left
invariant differential operator such that V: %'S°(N) -» %S°(N) has a bounded left
inverse. Then 3s such that for all X¥=0, iT\(L)m: %x -* %x has a bounded right
inverse.

Proof. The hypothesis is equivalent to the assumption that (4.1) holds for í = s0;
once (4.1) holds for some s —s0, it holds for all í > í0.
Write AT= N2 X Mx X Z as in §2, and let /= (f2, /,, /0) as described there.
Restrict /0 so that supp/ôç [\,2]. Then the map ß of §2 takes / to / =
fi(xi)f\ (0/o(X) and gives an equivalence of the right regular representation R with
R, where

R (x)f'(x2, l,X) = (nx(x)fx')(x2)fx'(l)f0\X).

In particular, since L'f —f* L = R(L')f, we get

(3.2)

R(L') = \m/m"{^(L')f2')(x2)AV)fÔW.

On the functions / under consideration, 9 is continuous as a map into S, and so
there are s', C such that

\R\L')f\.>C\fl,..
But now (3.2) implies that
\TTX(V)f2\s,>C'\f2\_s,.

Finally, since the ordinary Sobolev seminorms on %(N2) and the %\ seminorms are
equivalent, we can find s and C with

IK(L')*II,>C||*II-. onXr.
This implies that trx(L') has a bounded left inverse from %\ to %xs; by duality,
irx(L)m: %\~s -» %\ has a bounded right inverse. Since irx(L) is a scalar multiple of
7T,(L) when X > 0, the same result holds for X > 0. The same argument clearly works

for X < 0.
Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2 evidently imply Theorem 1.2.
5. Sufficient conditions for semiglobal solvability and for tempered fundamental
solutions. In this section, we first prove a theorem showing that certain differential
operators on nilpotent Lie groups are semiglobally solvable. (For this theorem, the
group need not be special.) We then apply the result to special nilpotent Lie groups.
We need a quick summary of Kirillov theory (see [20] or [27] for details). Let N be
the space of (equivalence classes of) irreducible representations of N; then N is
parametrized by the Ad*(A^)-orbits of ft*. There exist a subspace V of ft* and a
Zariski-open subset Tof V such that "almost all" representations of ATare parametrized by % in the following sense: Ad*(N)°V is Zariski-open in ft*, T is a
cross-section for the orbits in Ad*(Ar)c\T,and the representations corresponding to
these orbits are sufficient for the Plancherel Theorem. In fact, let irx be the
irreducible representation corresponding to X G "Y.Then there is a rational function
Pf on ft, Ad*(Ar)-invariant and finite on % such that for all </>G t\N) n £2(N),

H\\lfl=f\PfM\M"x(*)*«xM)M-
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Indeed, Pf is polynomial, and can be determined explicitly; see [28] and [6]. We shall
refer to the representations irx, X G cí, as the representations in general position. The
Hilbert space for ttx is %x, and the Sobolev spaces are %sx. Note that if N is special,
then V s R (Fis complementary

to Yx) and T=

V - {0}.

We shall use some results found in Chapter 4 of [9]. Let Px,...,Pk be polynomials
on V. We can find a polynomial Q on V such that QPx,...,QPk
extend to
Ad*(Ar)-invariant polynomials on A'*. Thus there are elements Dx,...,DkG

3(%(ft)) such that

ttx{Dj)= Q(X)Pj(X),

VXGT.

Theorem 5.1. Let L G %(ft). Suppose that there are numbers s and C, plus
polynomials Px ¥= 0 and P2, such that for all irx in general position:
(1) TTx(Lm):%X'X -» %X\ has a bounded right inverse, Bx;
(2) the Bx vary measurably with X;

(3)\PX(X)\\\BX\\<C\P2(X)\.
Then L is semiglobally solvable.
Note. The irx can (almost) all be modeled on the same Hilbert space so that
(X, x) ^ ttx(x) is jointly continuous. This explains the meaning of (2). In (3), of
course, the norm of Bx is as an operator from %x to %x's.

Proof. Let Q, Dx, and D2 be such that £»,, D2 G 3(%(ft)) and, for y = 1,2,
*\{Dj) = ß(X)Jy(X), all X G °V.We shall show that if <i>
G §(N), then there is a c00
function u on N such that Lu = D2<f>.
Since Z>2is semiglobally solvable, the theorem

follows easily.
We define u = u(<¡>)as a distribution as follows: let <i>0(-x)= <t>(x),and define

(u,t)

= Í \Pf(X)\Px(X)Q(X)TT(*x(t)BXTTx(<i>0))
dX,

^gS(7V).

The first task is to see that this makes sense. Write t/<0= tf-, * /, </>0
= g * <f>2,
where
/G ,ß,(Ar) n tXs(N), g G ,e,(JV) n tXs(N), and 4/,. <i>2
G $(N); see Lemma 3.4.
Then wA(/), regarded as an operator from %x to tX'^',.is bounded, with a norm
independent of X; similarly, Trx(g) = %xs -» 9CXis bounded independently of X. (See
Lemma 3.5 and Corollary 3.6.1.) Let B'x = Trx(g)Bxirx(f). Then B'x = %x -+ %x is
bounded, and

||/\(X)||P'||<C|i>2(X)|,

VXGT.

(This constant C may be different from the one in the hypothesis.) Hence

TrK(*o)*x*x(*))

= Tr(wx(*i)5>x(*2)).

and this trace exists because fl\(t//,) and ttx(<í>2)
are both trace class operators. Write
II llxr»II IIh-s f°r me trace class and Hilbert-Schmidt norms respectively. Then
|JPi(^)ß(X)||Tr(1rx(^1)B>x(*2))|

= |PI(\)ß(X)|!Tr(B^x(*2)wx(^I))|

«C|P2(X)o(X)|||^(*2)||h.s|Kx(*,)IIh-s
*;q»x(*î)iih.s-ii»x(^i)iih.>.
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Hence

|(«,*)|<C/|iy(X)|K(*2)|lH.sll»x(Ä{*l)llH-S^

^(JV/WHKMIh-S^)

(jírl^r(^)lll^x(^*,)llH-S^)1/

= Cll^ll^ll^.ll^o,
so that the integral is finite. Indeed, since 3r: ||.D2*|||2i0 ^I^U
%2r(N) for some r (independent of <f>).

we see iriat u G

Now let D G %(ft). Then

(t/(*), D * *) = f \Pf(X) \Px(X)Q(X)Tr(irx(D* *,)2?>x(*2))d\
= /|P/(X)|/'1(X)ß(X)Tr(fiA7rx(^K(2)K(^1))iiX

= jfr|P/(X)|i»I(X)ö(X)Tr(5>x(*2*i))^(^))i/X
= («(*•!)),*),
or D' * u(4>) = u(<f>* D). Hence «(</>)has weak derivatives of all orders in %2r(N)
for some r, and so u G CCC(N). Finally,

(£(«),*)

= («,£'*)

= («,**£)

= /|P/(X)|Pl(X)(2(X)Tr(17x(l//*JL)5xîrA(^))</X

= /|P/(X)|P,(X)ß(X)Tr(»x(*K(L)2W*o))dX
= /|P/(X)|P,(X)o(X)Tr(Wx(^)Wx(*0))¿X
= /|/y(X)|Tr(irx(*)irx(D,)»x(*o))^
= j^|JP/(\)|Tr(7rx(^)77x(Z>i

* «i»0)) dX

= fjPf(X)\TT{TTM)vx{{D'x*<t>0)~))*dX(f(x) =/(**))
= ( 1//,( Z){* <>0)") (Plancherel)

= j*{x){D\ * «o)(x-') ¿x = /*(*)(/>{*)(*) dx = {Dfr, 4>).
That is, Lh = D[<j>,and the proof is finished. Notice that irx(L) is being applied only
to C°° vectors in this proof, so that we can use ttx(L) or TTx(L)min the various
manipulations.
Note. In fact, Bx need exist only for almost all X G T, provided that conditions (2)
and (3) are met. The proof is the same.
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Now we consider the case where A' is a special nilpotent Lie group of dimensions
2d + 1 and L is homogeneous of degree m0. Let a > 0; let m be the homogeneous
degree of Y. (Recall that Y spans 3(ft).) If 7rx(L)m has a bounded right inverse Bx,
then a~m°/mBx is a right inverse for -rraX(L)m. Moreover, as operators
%~x and %{ to %xs, respectively,

from %saXto

Paxll < (û-(2î+mo>/m + 1)PX||.
Hence if trx(L)m has a bounded right inverse Bx: %sx -* 3CX*for one positive and one
negative value of X, then Theorem 5.1 applies, and L is locally solvable. This
completes the proof of Theorem 1.1.

6. Sufficient conditions for tempered fundamental solutions. In the case of certain
homogeneous operators on special nilpotent Lie groups, we can extend Theorem 5.1.
Theorem 6.1. Suppose that N is special, that L is homogeneous of degree m0, and
that TTx(L)m:%XS(N) -» %sx(N) has a bounded right inverse for every X =£ 0. Suppose
further that m0 + 2s < m, where m is the homogeneous degree of Y (Y is a nonzero
central element in N). Then L has a tempered fundamental solution.

Proof. Let Bx, B_x be bounded right inverses for ttx(L), tt_x(L) respectively; let
a > 0. As we saw in §5, Ba = a~m/m°Bx and B_a = a~m°/mB_x are right inverses to
Tra(L), TT.a(L) respectively. Let y — -(m0 + 2s)/m; then

Pa|| « (a* + 1)115,11
(the norms are as operators from %a to %~' and %\ to %xs respectively), and
similarly for B_a.
We follow the proof of Theorem 5.1, setting D2 = /. The main point to be
established is that U(<¡>)is indeed a distribution. As in Theorem 5.1, we get

|Tr(ffx(*,)li>x(*2))r< ll^xlllkx(*2)llH-slKx(*.)llH-s
<COX|»+l)||»x(*a)irH-sK(*i)llH.sThus, if dim N = 2d + 1, we need to bound

Cf

•'R-fOJ

\^f+y\\^(<i>2)\\H-s\^x(h)\\H-sdX.

We separate this integral into two pieces, fw>x and /,X|<1.For the first integral,

CÍ■'IXI*1|Xr+yll%(^)llH-sll^(^,)llH-s^X
•'1)1155 1

Cf

|Xrikx(*2)llH-slkx(*.)llH-S^

CÍ

|XriKx(*2)llH-slKx(*l)llH-S^

Il*2ll2ll*lll2.
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as in Theorem 5.1. As for the other piece,

CÍ•UI« 1|Xr +1,|Kx(*2)||H-slKx(*l)llH.S^
/

<C\(

\1/2

\ J\\\< I

|Xr +TK(*2)llH-S^7

lXr +TIKx(*l)llH-S^

-UK 1

/

=\X\mTr(TTx(4>~2
* <i>2))

{<f2(x) = <i»2(-x))

•

Now

|XriM*2)llH-S

= /

(<t>~2*<t>2)\l)dl.

Let $ = <j>2* <t>2,and regard O as a function on ft (via exp); then, by Poisson
summation,

[

$"'(/) dl = j' $(tY)e2"iXt dt < (■

■7(7)= X

JR

v)\dt

= a($),

say,

and

f X"l*x(fc)||a.s¿X
<<*(*)/
= T^-a($).
•/ia]«i
■/ixi«i|XrdX
l + y
Since $2 \-> Va(O) is continuous on S, we get

f

Arf+Y||wA(^)||^.si/x) <lll*lll2.r, somer>0.

Similar remarks apply to i//,. Therefore <í>
h» u(<¡>)is continuous from %2(N) to
%2'r(N). Of course, Lu(<j>)= ¡j>,as in the proof of Theorem 5.1.

From Corollary 4.3, we can find/ G %2(N) and P' G U(N) such that P'r * f= 8.
Let £ = Pf' * u(f ). Then, since L is left invariant,

l(£) = p; *£(«(/)) = p;*f=s,
and | G S'. This proves the theorem.
Theorem 6.1 is obviously much too weak to fill the gap between Theorem 1.1 and
the full converse of Theorem 1.2. The following theorem gives a full converse, but in
a special case.
Theorbm 6.2. Let N be the (2n + \)-dimensional Heisenberg group, and let L be a
left invariant operator on N satisfying the hypotheses of Theorem 5.1. Then L has a
tempered fundamental solution.

Proof. The Lie algebra ft of A7 has a basis XX,...,X„, Yx,...,Yn, Z, with
[Xj, Yj]= 5,7, [X¡, Xj\ = [Y¡,Yj] = 0, Z central. Moreover, the center of %(ft) is
generated by Z. Coordinatize N by using the exponential map from ft; let
(x,y,z)

= (xx,...,xn,yx,...,yn,z)

= exp\zZ

+ 2 {xjXj + yjYM.
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Then a simple calculation shows that

Yj J_
1 A yJ = JL
+ I A 7J A
dxj 2yJdz'
dyj 2XJdz'
dz'
Next, consider the polynomial PX(X) of Theorem 5.1 corresponding to L. (In this
case, there is no difficulty in showing that we may take Q = 1.) We may assume that

it is monic, so that PX(X)= Wj=x(X—Xy). If Xj £ R, then |X —Xj\ is bounded
below on R, and condition (3) of Theorem 5.1 holds if PX(X) is replaced by
P,(X)(X —X,)"1. Thus we may assume that PX(X)has all real roots.
Theorem 5.1, plus the argument at the end of Theorem 6.1, shows that we can find
a tempered distribution u such that Lu = PX(Z)8. Since PX(Z) is a constant
coefficient operator, Theorem 4.3 of [15] implies that there is a tempered distribution
£0 such that P,(Z)£0 = u. Let L£0 = a0. Then

Px(Z)a0 = P,(Z)L¿0 = LPX(Z)¿0 = Lu = PX(Z)8,
or

(6.1)

P,(Z)(a0-8)

= 0.

Set a = 8 — a0. Obviously we are done if we can find a tempered distribution £ such
that L(|) = a. We first show that (6.1) implies that
(6.2)
3m > 0: Zma = 0.
Because all roots of P(Z) are real, it suffices to prove that if X, G R, X, ¥=0, and
(Z, —X,)a = 0, then a = 0. (Recall that a is a tempered distribution.) Let a' =
e_x'zo; then Za' = 0. Example 4.5.1 of [34] states that a' = ß'(x, y) ® 1, and hence
that a = ß'(x, y) ® e'X]Z.Since a is tempered and X, =£ 0, we must have a = 0.
Write L = L0Zm, where L0 is not divisible by Z (i.e., L0 is not trivial on every
function constant under translation by all elements exp(zZ)). If we can solve

(6.3)

L0t) = ß,

i, G S',

whenever ß G S' satisfies Zk+mß = 0, then we are done; choose ß so that Zkß = a,
and we have Lr\ = a.

For simplicity of notation, replace (k + m) by m. Example 4.5.1 of [34], plus a
simple induction, shows that we can write
m

ß=l

ßj(x,y) ®zJ,
j=0

where the ßj are tempered distributions on R2" s the (x, v)-hyperplane. Let X' =

d/dxj, T = d/dyp and define L'0 as follows: if L0 = P(X, Y, Z), write L'0=
P(X', Y',0). By the definition of L0, L'0 ¥=0; it is easy to check that L0 = L'0 + ZLX,
where L, is a differential operator whose coefficients are polynomials in x and y.(Lx
has no particular invariance properties.) Since L'0 is a constant coefficient operator,
we can find a distribution rjm G §(R") such that L'0(t]m)= ßm. Then
m-i

L0(-nm®z»>)= 2 ßj(x,y)9zJ,
j=0
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where ß'm= ßm. It follows (by induction on w) that we can solve (6.1), and the proof
is complete.
7. Examples and open questions. We begin with a simple example showing that
Theorem 1.1 really does apply to some operators for which the corresponding
statement with s — 0 fails. The 3-dimensional Heisenberg group A', has a Lie algebra
spanned by X, Y, and Z, with [X,Y] — Z. The representations wx are realized on
£2(R), with

TTx(X)=\X\x/2(d/dt),

irx(Y)=\X\^2(smX)-2intI,

Trx(Z) = 2mXl.

Now let L = Y. Then ttx(Y) is not invertible from £2(R) to £2(R). If s is sufficiently
large, however, every element of %{ is a bounded continuously differentiable
function, and the principal value distribution Q, with

(Q,<t>)
= limf

e^0J\x\>e

^-dx,
x

is in %xs. The map/i-» Qfis (up to a scalar) the desired inverse for ttx(Y).
The next example, also on Nx, is more interesting.
The operator L — (Y2 — 2miZ)X on Nx has a tempered fundamental solution.
For one can solve X£ = 8 for a tempered distribution £ because X is (in appropriate

coordinates) a constant coefficient operator. Similarly, because Y and Z commute,
Y2 — 27tíZ is a constant coefficient operator (in appropriate coordinates); Theorem
4.3 of [19] implies that (Y2 —2iriZ)i) = £ is solvable in §>'.Then tj is a tempered
fundamental solution.

For X > 0,
»X(L«) = 4^X^2jt(t2

Thusif^GS(Af,)and/(0

+ 1) o /;

*X(L) = ATT2X^2(t2 + 1)|.

= (l + i2)"1,

K(£>,/)

= 0.

That is, irx(L')mf— 0. So •rtx(L')m has no left inverse.

The following problems, among others, are still left open:
(1) Does every globally solvable left invariant operator have a fundamental

solution?
(2) Does every globally solvable operator have a tempered fundamental solution?
Finally, it would be useful to be able to extend Theorem 1.1 so that it applies to
more general operators and groups. Of course, one can apply Theorem 1.1 to

arbitrary homogeneous operators by imbedding them in special nilpotent Lie groups,
but that procedure is unwieldy and artificial.
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